
NOTE    -     Write these questions and solutions in maths notebook. 

Solve the riddles:- 

Q8. I gave four toffees each to four of my friends and three toffees are left     

with me. How many toffees did I have? 

Solution: Total number of friends= 4 

          Number of toffees given to each friend=4 

          Number of toffee distributed= 4× 4= 16 

          Number of toffees left with me =3 

         Total number of toffees with me = 16+3= 19 

 

Q9. What numbers can you make using 3, 5 and 7? You can make 357 and 537. 

What others? 

Ans. = Other numbers are 375, 573,735, 753 

Q 10.  A number becomes double if it is increased by 8. What is the number? 

Ans. = The number will be 8. 

         Because 8 + 8 = 16 which is double of 8. 

Q 11.  Think of a number which can be divided by 2, 3 and 5 and comes between 

25 and 50. 

Solution:   

First we write the multiplication tables of all the numbers 

 2->2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,30,32…... 

3->3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30…… 

5->5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50…… 

The required number =30 
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Q 12.  A small ant climbs 3 cm in 1 minute but slips down 2 cm. How much time 

will it take to climb to 2 cm? 

Ans. =  It will take less than 1 minutes. 

Reason: Ant will cross 2cm in 1
st

 minute only later it slips down. 

Q13. Each bus takes about 15 minutes to refill and if there are two buses to be 

refilled. How much time will be taken to refill two buses? 

Solution:  Time taken by one bus to refill=15 minutes 

 

         Time taken by 2 buses to refill=15 x 2 minutes= 30 minutes. 

Q 14.  One mini bus can carry 40 children. How many children can be carried by 

20 such mini buses? 

Solution:  Number of children one mini bus can carry=40 

 

           Number of mini buses=20 

 

           Total number of children carried by 20 mini buses =20×40=800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above content has been prepared absolutely from home. 


